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MINERALS AVAILABILITY SYSTEM

The maintenance of intelligence concerning minerals reserves and the
potential commercial availability of minerals from marginal resources
is an obvious component of the Bureau of Mines function. In the past
the primary Bureau efforts in this regard were the mineral availability
studies that culminated in published reports, either Information
Circulars or Reports of Investigation. While these studies were beneficial in providing an analysis of specific elements of present and
future economic supply, they are found to be generally inadequate for
a quick response to the overall information requirements regarding the
availability of minerals, especially for new information obligations
such as our input to the Mining and Minerals Policy Ac\ evaluations.
In recognition of the need for a more responsive and dynamic information
in this area, the Bureau of Mines has designed a computerized mineral
resource inventory designated the "Minerals Availability System 11 (MAS) •
The MAS W'ill enable engineers and analysts to retrieve data in a variety
of formats from a bank of raw information on individual ' mineral deposits.
Early emphasis has been assigned t o data on U.S. resources of major
mineral commodities, but can be extended to other minerals and to the
world scene.
The input information to the system include both quanti t,ati ve and
\ qualitative physical and geographic characteristics used to determine
the commercial availability of a mineral commodity from a given deposit .
I In addition to such factors as tonnage--mineral grade relationships and
I the geology characteristics of the ore body; a variety of geographical,
/ technological and economic characteristics are evaluated. Included in
these are general climatic conditions, present and potential land use
and the anticipated environmental impact from mining. Also considered
are the availability of labor, water and electrical power, and the
actual or proposed mining, processing, and transportation technologies,
\ accompanied by estimated capital and operating costs and manpower
requirements. The MAS when fully developed will be able to provide
\ tabulations and/or summaries of resource availability corresponding to
1 any combination of geographical, physical, or economic circumstances .

'1

The current M.AS effort stresses the collection and evaluation of basic
information to adapt it to an ADP format. An instruction manual has
been prepared to assure that raw data introduced to the system will be
internally consistent.
Commodity investigations currently underway include copper, fluorine,
tungsten and aluminum. In addition to input from our Field Operation

-

Centers, studies are being conducted under contracts with the University
of Nevada Mackay School of Mines and with Georgia Institute of Technology .
Useful information retrieval can be expected on these commodities within
the next 18-24 months, but adequately developed data files to provide a
responsive and eynamic inventory of from 20 to 25 of our most critical
and essential minerals commodities are expected to take several years to
complete. Although an inventory is considered essential for both shortand long-term governmental planning and policy formulation, it will
become even mor e important in the future as demand for mineral commodities
increases.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
R. Michelson
Mineral Supply, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Interior Bldg.,
(202) 343-3147
Washington, D. C. 20240
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF MINES
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November 19, 1976
Meaorandum

To

Euaene C. Baker, Supervisory Physical Scientist, Eastern Field
Operation Center, Pittsburgh, PA

From

Geologist and Minin& Engineer, Eastern Pield Operation Center

Subject:

Field Trip, November 8-12, 1976, Aroostook Com1ty, Maine

A trip to Aroostook County, Maine, was taken the week of November 8 through
November 12, 1976 by Ronald R.Potts, Mining En1ineer and Allan T. Schmidt,
Geolofist, to study manganese deposits of the area for the Minerals
Availability Study (MAS) . Specific information was obtained concerning
proposed mining practi ces, environmental impact, ownership, access, availability of labor, transportation and utilities, prospect locations and
recent investigations other than MAS . In addition, contacts with local
persons knowledgable of IDBilganese in the area were made and samples were
co l l ected.
Tuesday , November 9 , we llet with the Bureau's State Liaison Officer (SLO)
for Mai ne, Hr . Herbert Babi Uke, in Augusta . We discussed with him the type
of information we wished to obtain and planned an itinerary following
Mr . Babitzke ' s suggestions subject to contacts he made for us with the
State Geological Survey, University of Maine, and various local groups and
persons . TI1e SLO supplied us with a h lpful publication entitled "Facts
About Industrial ~(aine" by the Maine Department of Comerce and Industry
covering topics such as employment. wages, taxation, finance, transportation,
utilities, deJllOgraphy and environment. In addition, we were introduced to
Mr . Tylor Libby of the U.S . Soil Conservation S rvice in Augusta who provided
ua with background information on the manaanese deposits and two publications:
"Soil Survey, Aroostook Cowity, Maine, Southern P rt'' and "Soil Survey,
Aroostook CoWlty, Maine, Northeastern Part." , both published by tho U.S.
Department of Agriculture and containing useful soil 11&ps based on aerial
photography.
On

1/

L ter Tuesday morning we visited the Maine Geological Survey in Augusta and
spoke with Mr . Walt Andenon, Assistant State Geologist . Mr . Anderson filled
us in on the history of manganes exploration in Aroostook County and
suggested which prospects would be beneficial to see in the short time we
had- available. He also informed \d that mining development operations were
l.llld rway at a prospect near St. Leonard, New Bnmswick . a northern extension
of the Maine manganese belt. This mine, in ore similar to the Maine material ,

2

ts said t o be prepared to directly ship ore to be Llen<le<l with Canadian
iron ores . The ore supposedly contain~ proper proportions of manganese,
silica, iron and carbonate which can he mixed with iron ore to upgrade
the iron content and provide a suitaule material, eliminating the need
for adding these elements separately at the blast furnace. : tr. /mdors or1
also infonned us that representatives of Bethlehem ~teel Corporation,
including ,cir . Hans Michelle , Chief Geologist, have visi tecl the \ faine
deposits within the last few months , possibly to investig-ate the suit ability of the Maine ore for applications in the steel industry si mi lar
to the New Brunswick venture. This use of non-benefl ciated ore would
solve the problem which has prevented mining in this area nrior to this
time. na:rnely the difficulty of separating the manl?anese from t.l.e fine grained ore economically.

The possibility of the Bureau becoming involved in further investi gat i ons
of the manganese deposits, such as those conducted following World War II,
was also discussed. Mr . Anderson said that the Maine survey would be
interested in a project with Bureau of Mines' support to determine the
feuibility of directly shipping the ore to the steel industry (involving
contacts with industry representatives and sample analyses) and or a
drilling program to better establish the extent, continuity, and reserves
of the deposits . 111e Maine Survey has two drilling rigs available for us e
in such a program. w~ indicated that we would investi gate the nossibili ties
for such a study through either the State Cooperative Program or "-lAS .
Maine, wh e re we met \vith
Mr. Lugene Sirois, Executive Director of the Houlton Regional llevelopment
Corporation, to obtain data on the southern district depod ts . '-1r. Si rois
could not provide us with the type of informat ion we were interested in
but did introduce us to 1-1 r. Bill :ioulton of the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service in Houlton and provide U5 with a publication entitled " Facts About
Manganese in l,1aine.
h'e arranged a tour of the Littleton Ridge area
deposits of the southern district with Mr. Houlton for Thursday morning.
November 11. Following this moeting we proceeded to Presque Isle in t he
northern manganese district for tha night.

On Tues<1ay afternoon the SLO drove us to Houlton,

Wedn !Jdtty mo r nin l'. Novembe r 10

we met with Dr. IHll f·or h es. 'lean of th e
School of Natural S ciences, University of Maine Presque I s le. Dr . Porbes
provided geologic information relating to the structure, age and occurrence
of the ma.n~anese deposits . He agreed to show us the nu<lley <lepos .it o f the
northern araa later in the afternoon and also the hovcy :- tapl e 'doun tain a r ea
on Thursday afternoon. He also confirmed the information we h ad re c e 1 ved
concerning t 21e development near St. Leonard , New Brunswick . J-ie saj d t hat
F@rrill Construction Company address unknown, was doing th e develop me nt
work.. Th e Iron Ore Com an
Torn !'- lorrison Senior Ge
ville, Que bec an<l nathurst Consolidated L s Dav
t .
, ew Hrunswick are both 1nvo ved in the pr o~ed operation.
addition ,
:,:r . Lloick Potter . Deputy 1-linister. Departme t of Natura l Resources,
Fre er1c ·ton, New Brunswick. would be a hl pful contact for ioore de tail e d
information.
.
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Th remainder of the morning was spent traveling to and from Caribou, Maine,
where we contacted Mr . Jim Barresi of the Caribou Regional Planning Coffllllission.
Mr. Barresi acts as a spokes111an fOT a conglomerate which has been fonned by
the owners of the manganese deposits in Aroostook County. Any dealings
conceming cquisition of mineral rights would be conducted through his office.
Ownership is private , consisting of several large paper coq,anies and small
lanclownen. Mr. Barresi indicated that his group would support any mining
activity in the area and would in addition be willing to provide financial
uaistance to developers. He also provided us with a report on an electrochoaical process for recovoring manganese, the research for which w s done
privately with backing from his group.
On Wednesday afternoon we investigat d the Dudley deposit with Dr. Forbes.
1bis prospect had been explored by the Bureau after the Second World War .
Exploration consiated of trenching and sinkin1 aev ral Bhallow ahafts .
Sample• were collected from dumps surrounding the •hafts and a plowed field
and picture• were taken of this ar a. The ore in this area ia near the
aurfa , covered by only a few feet of overburden . No outcrop• were visible,
but float was found throughout th field and the ore body could be traced by
soil color changes. The manganese occurs in a lens of shaly (al110at shte-

like) material in Silurian limestone {the New Sweden Fonnation) which has
been folded into a syncline. The Silurian-Devonian and Silurian-Ordovician
contacts can be traced by changes in vegetation in forested areas, scarps due
to erosional differences, and plowed fields. The fields are in the Silurian
limestone , a perfect growing medium for potatoes, the e.xclusiv crop of the
di trict. Thus any mining would involve present cropland. An excavation
few hundred feet to the south of the Dudley farm wu also investigated. Thes e
workings . used for road metal, showed the mangane e ore in outcrop.
Thursday, November 11, we met Mr. Bill Moulton of the Soil Conserv tion Service
in Littleton to view the deposits of the area as we had arranged on Tuesday.

He took us to the H ggerty farm on Littleton Ridge which had been the scene
of a Bureau Drilling Program. We located a Ruroau marker near the er st of
the ridge, took several photographs and collected samples of mangane e float.
The geology here is basically the same as at the Dudley prospect. the ore
reportedly having a higher carbonate to silic r tio than in the north, though
probably still within the sBllle Silurian age rocks.

1hursday afternoon we again met with Dr . Porbes in Bridgewater , a small
town between Houlton and Presque Isle. Dr. Forbes provided a vehicle more
suitable for rough terrain and took us to the Hovey --Maple Mountain area .
Access is poor, though the roads are grav led, due to the severe erosional

On

action in the region. Dr. Forbes mentioned that conditions happened to be
perfect, the road frozen but no snow. on existing roads, a change to warmer
weather or snow would have probably prevented access any further than about
two miles from the site we wished to visit .
·n1e Hovuy-M1tple area is wooded , most larger trees having been logged , so that
the woods are not as d nse as in most forested ."1aine areas . The area was the
aite of an exterusive exploration program by the Bureau, re ulting in several
publications. Exploration conaiated basically of a trenching program.

4

Th• ore in this area has a higher silica-carbonate ratio and is heniati tic.
Iupection of hand samples indicates a probably higher manganese content than
the other areas visited. Geology , once again, is dmilar to that of the
1outhern and northern districts.
'the Hovey-Maple area was the last stop on the trlp. Thursday evening the
SLO drove us to Bangor for our return to Pittsburih on Friday.

ALLAN l SCt-4Mff)T
Allan T. Schmidt

Ronald R. Pct.ta
Ronald R. Potts

cc: \

li, Babitske . State Liaison Officer I Maine
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INTRODUC'TIO ~
"Two factors bring the different parts of the :nanganese supply~~~a ~ d

picture together, pne economic and the other political.

eco~o~ic factor is, of course,

the cost-price relationship.

The

At

p:-esent it is not profitable to employ alternative sources of manga~ese oi to reduce consumption per ton of steel significantly below
c:...:.r~ent levels.

The political factor is security.

There are few

=e~als in which the United States is so deficient in terms of current
?ro6uction consumption ratios.
:-ec··ired e:::.ch year,

Gi v en the relatively large auantities

it has been said that if there is such a thing as

a s~rateoic metal for the United St~tes, that metal is manganese .
:--.u.--:-,erous times in the past fifty years,

.::.t

o~ these factors 2

that is,

a change in one or other

a cost reducing technologic innovation or

?rice-increasing support program - has see~ed to place the domestic
I

=ansa~ese mining industry near a point ?f takeoff.
~e~e:- been attained.

But takeoff has

Apparently no scheme for sustained domestic

?rot~ction that w6uld satisfy more than a small fraction of our man;anese consumption has turned out to be viable, even when the strategic
:ac-:::::ir was given heavy weighc:ing."

T~e entire opening statement of this report has been taken
~erbatim from the following source:

"Low Grade

&

Nonconventional

Sour~es of Manganese by David B. Brooks, Resources for the Future Inc.
2.755 Xassachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036."

We have

elec~ed to use this statement as partial support for some of the con=e?~S ~hich will emerge in this report.
~ ~ ic~

is

The aforementioned repoit

is published by The John Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland,

a~ excellent review of the mang a nese industry.

2.

Manganese is a common const.ituent of the earth's crust.

._____,

occurs in a great many mineral forms.
forms are the oxides.

In general,

It

The most important co~mercial

it is concentrations of manganese

oxide which are mined to supply the mangaGese industry.

Sometirae s,

A great deal of
the carbonate (ihodocrooite) may be of importance.
'
manganese is tied up in the earth's crust in silicate forms.
These
are regarded as refractory forms:
The term "manganese ore" is usually reserved for concentrations
of manganese which contain a minimum of 35% manganese.

The term

"ferruginous manganese ores" is retained for materials containing
10 -

35% manganese.

Ores containing from 5 - 10% manganese are

referred to as "ma.nganiferous ores."

The use of the word

'ore'

in these definitions is a departure from the strict economic definitic
of an ore.
The most con~on oxide mineral sources for manganese are the
~inerals pyrolusite and psilomelane.

The ideal formula for these two

'

minerals is Mn 02.

Thus, on a theoretical basis they contain approxi-

~ately 63% manganese as the element.

A mineral deposit containing

the minimum concentration of manganese to qualify as a manganese ore
would contain 55% of one or both of these minerals.
would be a waste product in

usual case.

The remainder

In certain cases, when

::.he purity of an oxide-type ore is sufficiently high,

it may coi.u-r:anc

?re~ium prices for use in chemicals or dry-cell batteries.

Such

occurrences are relatively rare in nature and some forrn of benefication is usually required.

USES OF MJ'u.l\JGJ\NESE
When refined to its elemental state, manganese is a silver-gray
~etal with a pinkish cast.

It is relatively soft compared with iron.

The pure metal is unstable·and reacts readily with water and air.
Thus, there is no established direct co~mercial use for the metal
in its refined state.

It is always used for its alloying or reagent

value.
The main use for manganese is in the steel industry.

Ninety-

five percent of all the manganese consumed in the United States finds
The remainder being approximately

application in this industry.

50,000 tons is used mainly in the aluminum and chemical industries.

Sollle important specialty uses in the chemical industry are as follows:
agricultural chemicals, photographic developers, battery depolarizers,
paint driers and pigments.
The bulk of the manganese ad~ed to steel is added in the form
of standard ferromanganese.

This is a · furnace product containing

75% ~anganese and 25% iron.

Other manganese-bearing additives of

i:uportance are:

spiegeleisen, silicomanganese and low carbon ferro-

manganese.
The function of manganese in steel is to remove oxygen and sulfur
.fro.r. the molten steel.

When added for its physical properties, it

produces a series of tough steels known as Hadfield steels.
ELECTROLYTIC MANGANESE INDUSTRIES
The main input of manganese into the steel industry is through
f u rnace products.

The furnace may be a conventional blast .furnace or

arr electric furnace.

Howev e r,

in recent years a new industry, based

~pen ~tanganese has emerged in t h e forra of manganese derived fro~ the
e Je cc:rolysis of aqueous solutions containing manganese in a soluble

forrn.

Two products issue froir. this inc:ustry, being - electrolytic

manganese metal and synthetic electrolytic battery-grade manganese
dioxide.

These products are characterized by a degree of purity whi

cannot be obtained by the conventional manganese industries.
At the present 1...1.me , both of these industries are relatively
.j....

s::-iall ..,,,hen compared with total manganese consumption.

However, both

products are in a strong state of growth.
The use of high-purity electrolytic manganese is closely relate1
to alloying requirements wherein carbon is undesireable.
finds use in specialty steel products,

Thus,

it

such as ttstainless» where

product quality is held to close tolerances.

In addition, it has

developed into an important alloying elerr,ent in the aluminum industq
In fact,

the use of electrol:..:1:.ic ma:1ganese i:1 the aluminum industry

exceeds its use in the ferrous industries.
Electrolytically produced ~anganese dioxide is employed mainly
in the battery industry.

~;at.ur2l suooli2s of the dioxide suitable
•

4

•

fo:::- this application have beco:-:-.e scarce arid when available corr.:nand

premiuzn pr ices.

'The syn th es is of the dioxiae is making substantial

inroads into this small, but i~portant application.
The electrolytic production of manganese metal and dioxide is
based upon the electrolysis o~ rnanganous sulfate solutions.

A suit-

uble electrolyte is prepared by leaching manganese-bearing materials
wit.~ sulfuric acid.

Low grade sources of manganese may be used for

this purpose.

In terms of tonnage,

the volume of electrolytic manganese metal

anc dioxide used in industry is relatively small.
source materials may be low-gra~e,

However, since the

these products are of special

i~terest to the proJect proposed in this report.

Thus, they may be

5.

cor.sidered as preliminary m.:1rket c1ble sup~),)r:-t in ,, pilot mill program~
The success of such production would provide a base upon which a
fir;:-,er economic projection could be made in terms of higher volume
mansa~~se products.

CONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF MANGA....~ESE
The chief manganese-producing countries are Russia, South Africa,
India ar.d Gabon.
manga:-iese.

Brazil, China and Morocco are also producers of

Brazil became the leading producer in the Western Eemi-

sphere with the opening of the A~apa deposit in 1957.

The only

wajor industrial nation which is self-sufficient in manganese, is the
U.S.S.R..

The 0nited States imports 40% of its manganese ore requirements
fro;-n Brazil.

The remaining requirement is imported from the Congo,

India, Xexico, South Africa and Ghana.
Several major American steel companies have direct inves~ments
in sc~e of the foreign manganese ore d~posits.

For example, United

States Steel Corporation owns 49% of a major deposit in Gabon.

Both

U.S. Steel and Bethlehem Steel own manganese deposits in Brazil.
These two companies are fully integrated in terms of ferrom2.r:-j 2nese
ca?aCity for their own use.

ferro~anga~ese capacity.

This constitutes about 47% of do~estic

Companies specializing in the production

r::ar:ganese-based addition agents account for the remainder.

Sorne

of these companies have .investments in foreign manganese deposits.
A substantial part of all manganese imported into the U.S.A. is obtained from sources controlled or influenced by k~erican capital.
~es?ite this restrictive picture,

there is a strong manga~~se market

~ased ~pen grade blending requirements.
T:-.e strategic importance of manganese has created a co:.,ple:-::
=r::,li";:.ical situation, insofar as this commodity is concerned ..
~s ~~ch too complex a subject to be included in this report.

This

b.

Small amounts of manganese have been prod'..1Ced in the United
States mainly from Montana and ~ew i:-:exico.

At times, the U.S.

Government has encouraged production by giving subsidies and by
setting up protective tariffs.

The status of these programs is

unknown to us at the present time.
NON-CONVEJ:',..'TIONAL SOURCES OF IvUL"l'GA:-rSS E
The non-conventional sources of manganese can be cited as being:
blast furnace slags, sea nodules and the large reserves of low-grade
material in Minnesota, Maine, South Dakota and Arizona.

In any con-

sideration of a potential alternative source material for manganese,
these non-conventional sources would be a primary consideration.
Blast furnace slags and the low-grade domestic deposits are readily
available within the geographic and political limits of the U.S.A.
During the production of steel by the basic open-hearth furnace,
a ~anganese rich slag is produced.
::-.ansanese.

These slags contain from 7 - 8%

In the past, considerable r -2 search work has beeD done on

~he ~ecovery of manganese from such materials.
c.re abundant~y available in the U~S.A.

Slags of this type

~o fully economic extraction

~ethod was ever developed.
In recent years, the use of the open-hearth process has declined
in favour of the oxygen-converter.

The oxygen process is more efficie

in terms of manganese utiliz~tion, so that the manganese content of
tne slags has dropped.

Thus, the recovery problem has been corr.pounced

~ya lower manganese content.

It is now generally conceded that the

reworking of these slags for their manganese content is unlikely
~nder such circumstances.
Another potential sourc e for mansanese, which has recently
e::-.ersed,

resides in the minins of d eep-sea r,ocules.

These are accumu-

7,

lations of colloidal manganese which accumulate on the ocean floor.
These manganese nodules do not lie on the continental shelf but in
tt,e deep seas.

Experimental quantities of these have been recoverec

T:-:e proposition has been advanced recently that it is now t e drnical J
feasible to recover these nodules on a co:-G.J. :erc ial scale.
The distribution of these manganese nodules is quite erratic

a~c

the density of accumulation is variable.

co~position of the nodules is quite variable.

A.dditionally,

the

In certain cases, it

has been predicted that the nodules would be mined for their copper,
nickel and cobalt content with the manganese being a by-proc~ct.
At the present time, these nodules are being investigated by
,.,any sources.

is cautious.

The prevailing overtone, of the reported investigatio
There can be little doubt but that a deep-sea manganes

nodule venture would be fraught with risks not normally encountered
in ~ne mineral industry.

No doubt,

so:-r,e le ~1el of inter na t ior.al con-

t=ol would be sought, as a political requi~e~ent.

~any years of negotiation.

This could t2..~e

At this point, it is impossible torrake

any realistic prediction with respect to such an industry.
One of the interesting concepts to eme~ge from the evaluation

of the deep-sea manganese nodules is that they would be recovered
fer their base-metal content by the b~se-~etal industry.

On tr. is

basis, the manganese would be a by-proa~ct to the base metal rerover\
This is the prime concpet which will be develo?ed by this report.
The third potential non-conventional source for manganese,
insofar as the U.S.A. 1.s concerned resioes in
do :-r.estic ores.

th ,2

large low-grade

o.

There are five major potential low-grade rna~ga~ese sources in
the U.S.A.

These are locate:: in .n...roos tock County, Maine; the Cc.yu:ia

Range, Minnesota; tr,e Cho..r:,'oe;::-.:. ai n District, South Da}~ota; the
Artillery Peak Area, Arizona a:-::} the Batesville District, Arkansas.

Since these sources are pote~tially competitive, a brief description
of the deposits is in order,

in the preparation of this report.

All of the low-grade deposits which have been listed, contain

An exception occurs at

less than 10% manganese on a grade basis.

Cha~~erlain whereby selected ~odule samples contain a higher manga~ese
content.
The A=oostoo~ deposits 2'."e more than 40 in number.

These are

scattered over an area which is approxi~ately 70 miles by 30 miles.
For descriptive purposes, t~ese have been grouped into northern,
central anc southern districts.
dipping,

They are distributed in steeply

folded and faulted, ?aleozoic .slate formations.

M.ineralosi-

cally the deposits vary but an extremely fine texture and intiffia~e mix·
ture of minerals is a cor.~,or: :actor.
mately twice the manganese coDte~t.

The iron content is approxi-

The largest deposit in Maine

is the Maple-Hovey Mountain i~ ~he central district.
is known to extend to a de?~h o: 1500 feet.

This deposit

The ore contair.ed in

this deposit is more siliceo~s thar. that of the other Aroostook
deposits.

~his could oe an i~portant factor in the future develop-

~ent of this deposit.

'I'he Cuyuna Ran9e cleposi ts c:.re of

t\,'O

types.

On(~ of the types

is an unoxidized iro~ ~or~ation.
f orrr.a tion.

These for~a~icns ~ave been ciesig~ated as being o=
age.

junction with the exte~sive ~~on mining which occ~rs in the region.

10.
VJ\LUE OF THE :.:A:'iGANESE Tl':DU.STRY

Manganese is a vital component in every ton of sceel produced.
7~~s t~e demand and growth

in the manganese industry is sensibly
The demand

li~~ed to the demand and growth in the steel industry.

In 1964 the U.S. steeJ

fo~ ~anganese has tripled since World War II.

prcd~ctio~ was 121 million short tons.

The value of the manganese

ir.put into this production was approximately 200 million dollars.
?his value exceeded the total value of all other ferroalloys combined
The value of manganese-based products varies considerably.
co=parative purposes,

a table

For

(I), pertinent to prices prevailing in

1955 is presented.
Table I

%

Co:-:-.::-,cdi ty

i/lb. /Y:::

~ln

¢'/lb,

48

1. 69

3. 52

Stancard ferromanganese

75

7.83

10.27

Silico::;.anganese

65

8.20

12.32

Spi.egeleisen

20

3.98

19.91

Electrolytic manganese

99

29.00

29.00

It is difficult to obtain a reliable figure as to the value of
c~e~ically-produced manganese dioxide.

The manganese industry is in a strong and consistent growth
pat~ern,

through its unique association with the steel industry.

to its strategic nature,

D~e

the Government of the U.S.A. has looked very

::av:)~:::ably upon any attempt to develop a dor;iestic industry.

Despite

t~e ccptive nature of many manganese sources, grade blending re~uire::.'aintain an open position in the mar:-:et.
c

'l'hus,

there

p ~ ~ential point of entry in~~ the rnang~nese industry.

is 2.lways

M.l\NGl\.NESE DEPOSITS -

STATE OF 1'-'i!\INS

For many years, the United States has been actively interested
As a result,

in developing a domestic manganese industry.

a large

bc~y of literature has developed with respect to all known potential
sou~ces of manganese in the U.S.A.

A careful examination of this

literature leads to the conclusion that the deposits in the State of
Xa~~e are worthy of preferred attention.
upon a number of factors but three

This conclusion can be bas

factors are outstanding.

First o

all the deposits are very large with an attractive average grade.
Secondly, they are accessible to the steel-making centres of the
Finally, they are relatively easy to mine.

Ecst.

The manganese and iron bearing sedimentary rocks of eastern
Aroostook County, Maine, crop out at numerous locatio;.s within an are
30 ffiiles wide and 70 miles long.

wittin this area.
dist:::-icts:

Nun1erous showings have been located

For convenienc~, these have been divided into thre

northern, central and southern.

All ores within the coun

ha·;e a common denominator, in that they are extremely fine-grained an
difficult to treat.
Three major potential sources of man g anese have been ~elineated
within this area.

The distribution of these sources is such, that

at least one major deposit has been ~efined in each district.
Nort~ern District contains the Dudley deposit.
contains the Maple-Hovey Mountain deposit.

The

The Central District

The Southern District

contains the Littleton Ridge deposit.
The manganese deposits of Aroostook County did not receive sericus attention as a potential source of manganese until the Second
,,or .1.c r'lar.

- ..

,

-

~

T

From 1942 through 194 4 , the ~1.a:-iganese Ore Co.,

arv of the M.A.

a subsidi-

Hanna Co. of Cleveland, sampled and explored ~any of

t~e ~xoostook deposits by trenching and drilling.

pits ~ere used in sampling the Dudley deposit.

Sha:::ts and test

From 1949 through 1951, the U.S. Bureau of Mines carried out
extensive investigations

(Eilerton 1952).

These investigQtions we

supported by the Federal Government through grants made by the Def
~i~erals Production Adrninis~ration.
Despite the extensive explorution done on the Aroostook clepos
tr,ey have not been cor.merc.:..ally mined.
near WoodBtock,

Now Br.unswic'i<,

Deposits of a sil7lilar type

about 15 :nilcs from Houlton, Me. we;

~ined as sources of iron ore between 1848 and 1884.

To date, most attempts to evaluate the manganiferous deposits
½aine have given consideration to the recovery of iron as a potenti
co-product.

Thus, the reserve figures which have been calculated a

published, indicate potential in terms of these two elements.
t~e Maine deposits are large,

Alth(

a co-product in terms of iron does noi

tave a fir~ base for projection.

Thus, we will not consider this

tactor in this report.
The reserves as publis:-,ec in Geological Survey Professional
Paper No.

362, beir.g, Geo log:/ and .Mangane3e Deposits of t:--;2 Maple aI1
Area,

Aroos too:-:. County, ½aine a ra as follows:
_t;:::

Lone Tor:s
i-ia?le-Bo,ley ;vit •
~;o:::-t:1 + South
District

To-::al

:1~

Fe

325,000,000

7. 2%

17 .1%

2C,OOO,OOO

8. 7"

17 .4''

3~5,000,000

7.3

17.4

No~e: One long ton= 2240 lbs.
The Xaple-Eovey Mt. reserves tave been calculated to their ulti~ate
l±~its based upon drilling.

T~e Xorthern and Southern deposits have

been calc~lated to a 5% contai~ed mano2nese base to a decth of 200 =eE
J

.

•

Usi~g the experience o= ~he Xaplc-Hovey exploration p~ogra~,
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t~e reserves of the Northern and Southern Di s tricts Gould be extend,
to 90 to 100 million long ton s of ore containing about 8 % manganese.
?his projection is not used in the following discussion.
In 1953 the United States produced 111,610,000 short tons of
steel using 17 lbs. of manganese for each ton produced.

This con-

s~~ption of manganese is equivalent to about 1,770,000 long tons of
standard metallurgical grade ore containing 48% of manganese.

The

r.-,anganese contained within 200 feet of the surface in the Aroostook
canganese belt represents the equivalent of about 13 million tons
(long) of 48% standard metallurgical grade ore.

This is capable of

s~pplying the manganese requirements of the U.S.A. for seven years a
t;-.ese rates.

The total established manganese resources of the

r~oostook belt are capable of meeting these requirements for 30 year:
T~us, there is a very attractive potential in these do~estic mangane!
resources.
Based upon the published reserve ~isures, there are 25,185,000
lc~g tons of contained manganese in these reserves.

Based upon the

price which is paid for imported manganese at 3.5¢/lb., a long ton
of manganese will cost $78.40.
· tr.e reserve is:

Xo~e -

Therefore, the gross dollar potential

$1,974,504,000.

These calculations to 100% recovery on a contained metal basi
DEVELOP;-.1E1',"I' HI STO ?.Y

Due to the strategic importance of manganese and the ultimate
ecor:omic potential of the Maine resource,

a

very substa.n tial effort

has been ~ade to obtain a technologically sound and economically

vi~~le resolution of these ores.

Sc... e o f

':--1as

'.oeen

c':.one ":>y

pr.:...vate ir,dustry but the highest propo rtior~ h as been done by pu.blic
:::ac.:...lities.

J.4

The hematitic variety

subjected to the

Orf..: has

ir.::ense effort since this ::::-?~ of ore co::stitutcs t:--,e b,__;lk of the:
This partic~::..ar phase

k:-:c-..;n re serves.

refractory.

0:

the ore is also the most.

This refractcry :-:ature s~e~s from several textural and

~i~eralogical factors inhere:-:t in the ore.
The manganese minerals i~ the ore are extremely fine-grained
a~c intergrown with the he~a~ite phase.

Thus, there is no effective

degree of grinding, on a practical basis, which will effect the sele
tive liberation of these ra~:-:erals.

Since effective, selective man-

ganese mineral liberation ca:-:not be obtained by grinding, no known
~ethod of physical beneficia::ion can iGprove significantly upon the
grace in terms of containec ~anganese.
The manganese minerals ~~ich have been identified in these ores
consist cf oxides, carbona:es and silicates.

The proportio~s of the

~i::e=al species vary withi:: 2..:-:y given ore facies.

~anga::ese carbona

a.re relatively soluble, ma::;~;;ese silic=::•2s are relativ-::.:y insoluble

Ir.t.er:-::ediate to these :::-el2.t.::.·.,e levels of 3olubilities a:::-e nur.,erous
~c:-:-xanganese components i~ t.~e ore, i:: pa:::-ticular, iron oxides.
71-;-..::s any attempt to extract. -::-:e r.1anga::•2se content ,of these ores by

ac:..c leaching will be accc:-:-,?2..::-,ied by partial cissolutio::1 of unwanted
::71ine:::-al species.

The objec-:::.ve of an:.; sc.ch acid-leachi:-.g p:-ograrn

wc·'1ld be to obtain maxi;nu:-:. selectivity i;, terms of the ::-.2.nganese com·
pc:-:e::t.

It has not been pcssible to octain a degree of selectivit.y

o;---, t:-iis }:;asis ,•1hich would ;:,e technica:ly and economically viable.
Al:--:-,ost every known practice..:

a;a~~st t~ese ores.

co:r.r.:ercia.l solvent has beer: er..2loyed

No vi~.:e leachir:s syste,n has e::-:-ierged as a resu:

ur:C

sir:ce

t~ey could not be leached:~ a~ econo~ic sanr:er, nu~cro~s attempts

-:Jee:1

-

;:-tace

to treat

Gnder ~~is systec,

.J.. J .

the ores are therm al ly treated to a state of fusion and the constituents are programmed into a was te slag ail d a manganese-bearing
_,,/

product.

If ever such a system had been successful, it would be

unacceptable to-day in view of energy shortages and environmental
concerns.

Thus, these ores have defied treat~ent up until the

present time.
It should be noted that many technically efficient methods of
treating these ores have issued from the extensive research work
which has been done.

However, none of them has been able to with-

stand the test of economic viability.

The concept of economic

viability is not necessarily localized in terms of the refractory
nature of the Maine ores.

The strategic importance of manganese

ar.d the natural distribution of high-graces ores,

lend a strong

political overtone to the concept of economic viability.

1nus,
"''

pressures such as those exerted on oil in Libya, and copper in Chile
could exert a strong element of economic viability on the Maine
manganese resource.

1
REASSESS;-,\SNT OF POTE XTI/\.L

J\LTERNATIVE PROCESSING CO!:\CEPT

Since manganese is a highly reactive metal,

its main industri

:unction is as a reagent in the steel and chemical industries.

hl :

since a strong, well-qualified effort has been made to develop the
low-grade manganese ores of Maine without avail;

it is timely to

consider an alternative justification for the develop~ent of these
ores.

In order to accomplish this, manganese must be reassessed fc

its reagent value in the processing of some industrial commodity re
~uired in high tonnages.

......

Manganese has unique properties when rega

this light.
As a metal, manganese is a powerful reducing agent capable of

reducing a numter of important metals to a metallic state from aque ·
ous solutions.
c=e,

As a dioxide, which is the common co..u-nercial form o.

manganese is a powerful oxidizing agent.

The carbonate minera:

r:-.odocros i te, which is a common constituent of the :,1aine ores is
readily attacked by mineral acids yielding carbon dioxides which is
a harmless gas.

In this reaction acid is neutralized.

has a unique affinity for sulfur,

:-1anganese

thus it is a preferred reagent in

terms of sulfur control in various forms.

Manganese is a transition

ele~ent, thus it does not readily hydrate in solution so that it can

be selectively isolated from many corrmon rock forming elements of
rn.:.is ar1ce value.

Soluble manganese compounds have not been readily

available on a commercial scale, so that a further ele.nent of
cc~~ercial potential may reside or. this basis.

If the concept of using the ~anganese content of the Maine ores
~er reagent value is viable,

l.

tne desirable objectives would ba:

T~at an industry established to test this conc~pt on a pilot

or -c.est scale, should be vi able in its ·own right,

the

l. I •

broader concept emerges as unccono.n1c.
2.
.._,.,·

That the pilot or test scale should be dimensioned such that
the reagent use of the ores would not be restricted by the
I n

primary component in the circuit.

O

th er w Or a s

I

;

a 1 2.r s e

scale-up factor should be present in terms of market potential
for the product against which it is proposed to use the manganese
Having the above factors in :nind, it would appear that the most
stable and useful position for this conceptual use of manganese resid
in the base metal industries.

Of these, based upon practical con-

siderations, three metals emerge as candidates for the reagent use of
manganese, derived from the Maine ores.

These are copper,

lead and

Again a further evaluation of the base metal industries,

zinc.

associated with these metals,

in terms of social factors, markets and

technology strongly favour coordination against lead.
LEAD
_...)

•
+-.an ...... , traditional base
At the present time of all the 1.m,2or

~etals,

lead is the most vulnerable.

This vulnerability derives from

r.u..,:erous social concerns, which have arisen in rece:-it years in terms
of environmental factors.
this basis,

Lead 1.s potentially a toxic metal.

'

On

it is being phased out of many cf its former uses such as

an anti-knock additive for gasoline, paint pig~ents, shotgun pellets,
agricultural chemicals, etc.

As a generalization,

it can be antici-

pated that lead will be phased out of any use which involves a high
level of potential human contact.

Thus, many of the important

?rirnary markets for lead are declining.
At the processing level,
sulfide mineraL being galena.

lead is custo~arily mined as a primary
Thus, there is a sulfur association.

-P until the present time, thi s sulfur association h~s bee:1 broken
~y thermal methods, with distillation of t~e sulfur in a corrosive,

~oxic form to the atmosphere.

This type of processing is no longer

J.

acceptable and,
:-:1issible.

in fact,

tl

in many jurisdictions is no longer per-

Due to the high relative mass of lead in galena, the

sulfur content is low

(13%).

Thus,

abatement methods directed to-

wards sulfur derived from lead ores may be unduly expensive.
At the metal recycle level,

lead is under further attack.

is a highly persistent and stable metal.

Lee

Therefore it has a high

secondary recycle factor, being of the order of 60%.
of every 100 tons of lead being used in industry,

In other word

60 tons of it is

cerived from secondary lead smelters using scrap as a feedstock.
Characteristically,

secondary lead smelters have bien located in

c...:::-eas of high population density, based on transportation and scrap
acquisition factors.

These are now being closed down due to enviror

~ental considerations.
The thermal treatment of base metal ores is highly energyi-:-itensive.

In recent years,

~eveloping in the U.S.A.

a shortage of energy has been steadily

Thus,

any ~e~allurgical process for the

treatment of base metal ores, which is not highly energy-intensive,
wculd present an attractive proposition.

The coordination of the

Xaine manganese ores and a lead concentrate ~ay well represent a
lower energy demand.
Lead is strongly associated in nature with other important base
~etal ores,

such as zinc and copper.

Therefore,

there is r.o easy
",=.!.

·.-1ay

that an economic dissociation of lead from the-tmetals can be

o':.)~ained.

Based on this premise,

there must always be an associated

use for lead in parallel with copper and zinc usage.

The solution

~o this problem will require the diversion of leaj into other high
This may well require ne~ lead cechnology to yield
~~e

metal in a new physical form, whereby new products coula be

c e·.;e loped.

The coordination of the Maine ma~ganese ores in a new

system of processing may achieve this.

At the present time, the rate of (JrO'-vth in lead '..ls.age is
At this rate,

approximately 3%/yr.

lead has fallen below the growth

rate for its natural associates, copper anc zinc.
·. -:ill lead to serious market disturbances in ter~s

Inevitably, this
O ..1..=

supply

price

structuring.
THE CAfU\DI J\.~,i EXPERIENCE

Low-grade, refractory manganese ores of the Maine type are
abu:,dantly present in the Woodstock area of the Province of New
Brunswick, Canada.
of Houlton, Me.

'l'hese ores are located about twelve miles east

Over the years, these ores have been exhaustively

exa~ined by a number of private and public agencies.

In some cases,

the experimental approach differed from that employed by the United
States Bureau of Mines, in its jurisdiction.

However, in all cases,

the sa..-ne economic conclusion was arrived at - to the effect that these
materials were not economically competitive with imported ~ansanese
ores, under present circumstances.

In all the Canadian evaluations,

the primary objective was to recover manganese, directly, for its
intrinsic value.

This was the colTlSon denominator between the approach

of the U.S.A. and Canada towards the development of ,.ores of this type.
In 1953, large deposits of base metal sulfides were located in

the Province of New Brunswick.

Characteristically, these ores were

massive .Pyrite containing on the average 7% zinc, 3.5% lead and 0.5%
copper.

Attempts to beneficiate these ores by flotation yielded

poor recoveries and grades.

Several of these properti~s reached a

sGbstantial production level, by accepting relatively pobr metall~rsical returns.

Due to the poor recovery,

a waste ~aterial, being

sensibly composed of finely-ground pyrite was discharged from the
~lotation process.

This product which co n tained unrecovered res idues

o~ copper, lead and zinc sulfides was, and 1s, accu~ulating in waste
pcn6s at a high rate.

On the ave rage, the pyritic waste contained

2.5¼ zinc,

Also,

1% lead and 0.25% copper.

~2gn content of sulfur

(35%)

the waste contained a

and iron.

The discharge of this waste material posed two serious proble~s.

?irst of all,

Secondly,

p:-esent.
c

there was a valuable unrecovered base metal content
the oxidation of la.rge quantities of pyrite posed

serious threat to the ecology.
In 1968, I'-1r. \-l.J. Wark conceived t:'1e idea of a.tterr.pting to co-

crdinate the base metal waste problem against a resolution of a
recovery problem associated with the low-grade refractory Canadian
In order to test this concept,

nanganese ores.

a company known as

!•,2.ndate Refining Co. was formed and .Mr. W2.-::k sought sponsorship
ter~s of financial assistance.

1.::.

This was obtained from two k~erican

citizens.
In practice,

the pyritic waste and the manganese ore were

b:e~ced on a pre-determined schedule, basec on a sulfur balance.
?~e mixture wa.s

then subjected to a di!fusion reaction,
This converted the copper,

~a~ganese to their sulfate rorLls.
2.~~cn,

lead,

under re6ucing
zinc and

It was proposed, as a *n::.lot 0::-2:::::-...

to electrolyse the manganous sulfate to electrolytic manganese
The recovery of the copper,

~anganese chemistry.
st.:ccess.

Also,

in soluble form,

lead anc zinc was based upon

The process was

~n outstanding technological

the economics were hig~ly favourable
as a cost-free by-procuct.

A substantial ef£or~,

costing of the ord~r of $300,000 was expended in Woodstock, N.B.,
~n developing this technology.
At this poiht,

it is appropriate and proper to ask why such a

E~cially valuable project which was tec~~ically and econo~ically
so~nc should founder.
~~e

~~en it ~cc2~e o~vic~s that t~e process and

project were viable,
cc,:-:.trol.

the two princi?als in the ventu:::::-e ~ough~

This conflict proved

totally destr~ctive to

21.
t:--:e venture.

irwolved.

It proved to be impossible to reconcile . the parties

Thus,

this worthwhile venture foundered on human factors

~ot technology or economics.

As a result of the differences between the principals in the
:-~a:-idate Project in Canada,

financial support was wit}--.crawn from

As a result, he has had to continue his work at his own
expense.

Under the original Mandato agreement Wark did not hold

stock, but reserved to his personal account all technical innovation.
It is these circumstances which have led to trie preparation of this

:ceport.

It is worth noting that very substantial improvements in

co~cept and technology have issued as a result of the on-going work.
~~ese are fully proprietary to Wark.
MANGANESE-Bl,SE MET AL CO!\CEP'l'
In the Mandate Project in Canada a sulfidic waste material was
ccordinated with the manganese ores.

-·

One of the main advantages

of this process was the inp~t of sulfur i~to the system which converted manganese,

lead, zinc and copper to their sulfate ~o:cms.

T~e disadvantage in the process was due to the fact that the bulk

o=

the sulfidic waste material was pyrite.
The mineral pyrite is an iron disulfide.

tabit of crystallization,

Due to its peculiar

it contains twice as much sulfur as it

wculd if i t did not display this habit.

cs~tains two atoms of sulfur.

Thus a molecule of pyrite

One of these atoms is k:-:own as the

labile atom and it is readily distilled frOi'i"\ the crys-::.al st:::-ucture.

:n

o=der to prevent the iron content of the system frc □ : beco~ing

~2co~position of ferrous sulfate.
-:::-:e

Under th e se conditions 50 ¾ of

sulfur was distilled duri:-:s the precess,

~-:: ~ne present time,

in ele::.e:-:tal :::or:-:1.

there is a world-wide surplus of sulfur so that

:.~.e cor.t:rol and disposal

sulfur turned out to ~ea rnaj6r

co~s~deration in the process.
It was at this point, that we ~egan to review the entire
c~ncept of coordinating the low-grace ~anganiferous shales and base
::-:et::i2.

sulfides.

This review convinced us that the bilsic plan was

co:-:::-ect but that the input of a feecsto ck, cor.taining a high pro~Jr~ion of sulfur was adverse.

Inevitably, this led to a reassess-

~e~t of the program, whereby the sulfur input could be controlled.
~lso, in view of the problems associated with controlling stack gases,
it was decided to eliminate the roasting procedure,
LEAD CO:VlPONEXT -

if possible.

P2I:.ll•SY

In 1953, when the base metal deposits of New Brunswick were
discovered, I commenced work on improvir.g the metallurgical recovery
-::.•r: -:nese ores.

This was a private research program.

In due course, my work led to che conviction that the recovery
=ro~ t~ese complex ores could be greatly i~proved if the lead co~po~ent,

being galena, PbS,were to be selectively removed by a hydro-

:-:-.et2.llc.:rg ical process.

The removal of the lead co~ponent from the

ore was to be followed by standard floLation practice for the
rec~very of the copper and zinc.

In e::"fec~, the .orocess
was .oredic~ec
'

wFO:--a a hybridization of hydrometall urs ical and pyrometall urg ical

The process which was developed to selectively remove the lead
co~~tituent from these complex sulfide ores represents a unique
~eL~od of recovering lead.

The process does not involve roasting,

iig~ temperatures, or pressures.

Also, there are no potentially

~oxic £~~es issuing from the process.

7h~s,

this method of treating

?:-i~ary lead sulfides ores is poten~i~lly attractive in ter~s of
e~ersy and environmental concerns.

2 ..,-; .

Based upon the knowledge which we ~csuired 1n developing
this extractive lead metallurgy, we believe that it can be ildaptod
~o a coordination process with the low-grade manganese ,ores.
cc~cept is not one of econo~ic expediency.

This

The Maine rianganese ores

=...:::-e capable of making a significant tech~ical contribution to the

Under appropriate arrangements and circumstances,

..:..e 2.c

process.

~~is

lead technology can be av~ilable in the treatment of the Maine

01

Thus, we may postulate at this point that the extractive metal1:..:::-c_;y of the Maine manganese ores could be efficiently und effectivel:i

s~p?orted by a new process for producing lead.
Dimensionally, this concept is practical.

The United States

co~sumes approximately one million tons of lead per year.

Xost of

t~is lead is domestically mined so that a strong basic lead industry
is re~uired in the U.S.A.

Assuming a price of 15//lb. for lead, the

s::css potential value of the U.S. lead industry is approxi~ately 300

=ill~ons of dollars.

Thus, the gross value for lead exceeds the gross

va.l·.;e for manganese in terms of U.S. consu.;.1ption.
LE.AD CO.MPO~S:'.\T -

SECOKD."-3Y

Subsequent to our development of an ambient hydrometallurgical
process for the recovery of lead, we tested the process on a secondary
lee.~ product.

For this purpose, a highly refractory lead slag pro-

c~c~d during the manufacture of tetraethyl lead was ewployec.

With

sc=e adjustments to the basic process, the method worked well and
le':;:.c

was quantitatively respor:sive in ar. acceptable st2.te of purity_
may be stated that our process works on primary

secondary

However, adjustments to the circuit ~ust be made i~
?ri~ary lead as galena
2.

c:::-:-_-:-,on circuit.

secondary leaC us sc~ap are

=ea

into

The details of these acjust~ents, which are highly

do not require discussion

this poi ri t .

Sixty percent of the U.S. con s umpt i on of l ea d is supplied by
Thus,

a =ecycle prograffi bilsed on scrilp.

__,,;

. c- ~stry
.
~~

.
in

t·ne U .S.A.

this is a very i~port~nt

Approximately or.e half of the scrap lead

i~F~t into the industry is derived fro~ used lead-acid batteries.
7h~s,

these materials form a significant component in the scrap cycle
The 2astern Seaboard of the U.S.A. constitutes one of its most

~ea~~ly industrialized and heavily populated areas.
approximation,
a·✓-2.ilable

A.s

a

first

it may be assumed that one half of the lead scrap

in battery form, may be available in this area.

Therefore,

2.s a first order projection, we may postulate that approximately

150,GOO to~s of battery leac scrap may be realistically accessible
to t~e ~a~sanese project.

It is conceded tnat a well planned and

•.,•e..:..:. cirected program of accum u lation of t 'h is scrap will be required.

~c~ically,

this would be acco~plished throug~ the functions of

est=.l::lished scrap dealers on the £astern Seaboarc.

The develop:nent

I

•
'
..
..
"
7
of -:=:,is progra..rn is
ennancea
cy tne
c~osure
or some secondary leac

s::-:-.e:..ters.

This phase-out

started, a.no a number of these have

.:::..:::;su.i.7.ing that an average car battery cor.tains

40

lbs. of recover-

a.ble :::.ead, we may derive a prelir;-iinary esti..;ate of the basic cost of

secs~cary lead from this source.

In general, a scrap dealer will pay

app=ozimately $1.50 for a used battery at the service station level.

~llcHi~g him a profit of 50//oattery, the unit should be in a depot
2.t ~2.00.

ace

We anticipate that handling and transportation charges will

s~e ~ollar to the delivered price of the battery.

c~-s~~e cost of the lead per lb. will be 7.Si.

Therefore,

the

Within the cost there

a=e certain concealed credits s~ch as s ~l=~ric acid and anti~ony.

~~ese ~ill reqJire careful dec a iled stucies as to creait value.

At the present time, the lead industry is in difficulties.
These difficulties derive fro~ a phase-out of lead from ~a~y or i~s
traditional uses, coupled with environ ~ ental concerns
level,

~.t t~e pr ima

1

conventional lead smelters require major capital invest~ent.

D~e to the current uncertainties in the lead industry,

it is unlikel ·

that any major capital expendituro will be made in new smelter facil
The older

facilities are under pressure to clean up, or close down.

Faced with rising costs for fuel,

and stricter environmental standar,

such facilities may well withdraw from service.

At the secor.dary le·

small recycle facilities have been forced to close down.

Due to the

natural association of lead with copper and zinc it is difficult to
foresee how such changes can occur without a profound effect en the
pr ice of lead.

The obvious resolution of these difficulties would

appear to reside in smaller, more flexible installations, with low
energy requirements and di"1inished ,_oollution
.
,_ootential.
the production of lead in a unique physical form,

Add:. tion2..ll'

such as a powaer

could conceivably alter the market potential for this metal.

To the:

ends, we have been working for some years in a syste~ to coordi~ate
lead producti9n with manganese chemistry and metallurgy.

As a resuli

we believe that this concept has considerable merit.
TREAT?v1E:t\'"T OF ("1A T 0<t ORES

In the past, many of the efforts expended on the development of
a feasible process for treating the Maine manganese ores were predicated upon pyrometallurgical treatment.

Based

position in terms of energy and the environ~ent,

upor: the Cl.:.rren t
it is hiahlv
unlike:
..,
~

that this method of treatment will ever be applied to these ores in
the foreseeable future.

26.
At various times, extensive work h~s b0cn done on hydro-

~ctallurgic~l processes for treating these ores.

Almost every known

pr2ctical co~T.ercial solvent r.as been triec in these processes.
hyc:::-ometall urgical approac:--1 has numero~s pote:nti al ad•1ar.t2.9es,

in

that, it is capable of effecting the dissociation of the manganese
fro~ certain undesirable constituents such as phosphorous.
During the years when the hydro-processes were being tested,
sul=ur was in short supply.

This condition has now altered to the

point whereby sulfur is in excessive supply.

Thus, the cost factors

associated with the use of sulfuric acid in the treatment of these ore
has altered.
The northern and southern ores in Maine are quantitatively solubl
in sulfuric acid.

The test work which has been done yields conflictin

.:-epcrts with respect to the central ores whereby solubilities rariging
:::ro:-:: 60% to

90% '., ave been reported.

In these tests, the sulfuric

aci~ concentration was restricted to 7¼ sulfuric acid.

This concc:-:-

tration was established by cost and iro:1 solubility factors.

It is

oi.:r })elief that the manganese is se::--;sibly f,;lly soh:ble if the rest::::-ic
tio~s of iron solubility and cost of s~l:f\.:.ric acid are not rigidly
The Canadian Ores at i·:ooc:stock ,,.,-1-.ich are reported to be
si::iilar to .Maple-Hovey Mountain ores were proven to be soh.;.ble in
sulf~ric acid to the extent of 98% of t~e contained manganese.
increased acidity,

With

the concentration of i~purities in the leach

sol~~ion also rises.

A typical analysis of a solution obt~ined by

l.:si,;s an acid/ore ratio of 0.4:1 is shmm below:

Analvsis of Leach Lic\.:.or
c,:, s /1 i t re,_
4.5.30
Fe

1~1203 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ca O •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

i·:go • . • • . • . . • . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . .
P2 0 5 •••••••..•..•..•.••...•.....
Si O 2 . • . • . . • • . . . . . . · , · · · · · · · · · · ·

3.80
0.38
0. 04
0.18
0.21
7. ·'i 0

The acid consumption obtain ed in this t est was 1.5 moles of sulfuri,

1 mole of manganese.

acid:

It may be concluded thilt provided the

economics of sulfuric acid consumption are acceptable, the manganesi
content of these ores can be quantitatively extracted with sulfuric
This statement applies especially to the refractory type pha~

acid.

The U.S.B.M. re-

such as those that exist at Maple-Hovey Mountains.

ports are conflicting on t:-!e solubility of the Maple-Hovey ores.
G~.;'\.DE OF ORES

Although every known ;-:;ethod of beneficiation has been attempted
on the Maine ores,

there exists a possibility of maintaining and

improving on the grade of a potential feedstock derived from these
I t was our observation during the wor"k in Canada,

ores.

that the or

broke in a characteristic rrw rrCoehe dral p:i.ttern while the shale
associated with it maintained a slatey cleavage.

A rhombe:-,ed ral

::r acture is common to· hematite and th is irr:?oses on the mang ar:ese r ic:
.
...C-c.cies.

We found that a potential existed to scalp the ores by takir

acvantage of this fracture ?attern.

In limited field tests, we were

able to maintain the grade of manganese at 15%.

In practice, we

er.visage the use of low velocity explosives,

lightly loadec,

size this distinct variation in fracturing.

Then the ore would be

•

to emph2

passed over a vibrating grizzly designed to pass shale and retain ore
This attempt at beneficiation had not previously been contemplated.
l-.n advantage of such a process could issue

in the by-product producti ,

o! road metal from the waste.
DI SSOLlJTT OX OF :,~A1'JGi\.X:SSE

For the purposes of this report,
contains 12.5% manganese.

it ~ay be assumed. that the ore

Basod upon a 90¼ recovery factor,

of ore will yield 11.25 tons o~ manganese.

100 tons

2 8.

Experimental work conducted on the Woodstock ores, which are
similar to the Maine ores,
J

indicated that the dissolution of this

r:-.anc_;anese as a soluble sulfate '.vould require a ratio of 1. 5 r-Eoles o::
sulfuric acid for each mole of manganese extracted.

The theoreticc..l

relationship is that : 1 mole of ~ar.g ar. ese will require 1 mole of
Therefore,

sul::uric acid for dissolution.

there is an excess ~ci~

requirement in the reaction of 0.5 moles of sulfuric.
On the basis of 1 mole : 1.5 mole relationship,

i t will require

30 tons of sulfuric acid to extract the manganese at a 90% level from

these ores.

Regardless of whether the manganese be produced as

electrolytic metal, manganese cioxide or mangano-manganic oxide,

the

sulfur associated with the manganese is always available for recycle.
Therefore,

it is basically a working capital charge.

On the other hand, the 0.5 mole excess of sulfuric acid is
dissipated against the dissolutiop of othe~ co~ponents in the ore
. such as iron, aluminum, calcium, phosptorous, etc.

are undesirable,
problem.

These reactions

since they create an acid loss 2.nc a disposal

It is proposed to overco~e this problem by introducing

lead into the processing system.
LE .ran F lJ?-;CT Io~..;-

There are two potential forms of lead which can be introduced
into the manganese ore system to convert the excess sulfuric acid to
a useful product.

One of these resices in the introduction of galena,

?bS into the reaction cycle.

secondary lead, -

i.e.

The other involves the introduction o=

used lead-acid batteries.

In the second case,

a.further credit will ensue fro~ the introduction of sc~e le a~ sulfate and sGlfuric acid into the system.
In our process, we ha ve prove n tha~ it is possible to cuanti-

~atively convert this l2ad to its s~lfate fa~~, whether it be from
pri~ary lead sulfide or metallic seconcary lead.

The manganese ores

contain a number of facto::::-s ·..;;--;er eby catalytic activity,
soluble iron,

aeratior1,

and dilute s~!~~ric acid will effect this conversion.

The process is based ~?~n the conversion of the excess sulfuric
acid to lead sulfate.
w2.ste of acid,

T:--e

2~ternative to such a process is a severe

a require::-.2:-.:: ~o purchase li:ne or a;:-,;;-.onia and a

serious waste disposal pr~=-e ~ .

The reactions are co~plex but may

be shown as follows:

and

2Fe S04 + H2 S04 + S

also

Pb+ O(air) + ~ 2 504 - - - --~ Pb S04 + E20
Based upon the solubi:~::y product principle,

the excess sulfuri,

acid which is mainly iron-associated can be returned,
lead sulfate.

The iron

w~::

as insoluble

~e converted to insoluble oxide form.

By introducing a lea~ cc~po~ent into the reaction syste~,

the

cissol utions of manganese =::::- c:-:1 these ores can be rencered highly
___,/

efficient.
It has been shown tha~ :/3 of the acid in?ut into the classical
sulfuric acid treatment o~ ::~ese ores is sensibly wasted.

Let us

now calculate the potential credit which ~ay issue , by converting thi~
loss to lead recovery.
It will require 30 tc~s of sulfuric acid to recover 90 % of the
r.1?.nganese.

Of this, one

~:-- ~=c

useful reaction against lea=.
a g a ins t

If the acid were to be dissipated

u nae s i r able cons t i :: ·_: e :-. ts in the or e , the 1 o s

$30.00 x 10

a~c

or ten tons c2n be con ver ted to a

~

s

wo u l

c

':J e

100 = $3.00/~~~. with sulfuric acid at $30.00/ton

a 100 ton base for the

~=e.
,

By utilizing the exc0ss aci d against lead recovery, we can o.otain approximately 20 ton s~= lecc in sulfate forN.

It i:'.av be

expected that suitable leat ~ay ~e purch ased as scrap or sulfide
ccncentrates at Bi/lb.

30.
:.s 16:i/lb.

Ther.efore,

there is

2

potential credit of . Bi/lb. or

$160.00/ton to yield a gross credit of $3,200.00 or $32.00/ton.
T~us,

we have converted a

o::: $32. 00/ton.

loss of $3.00/ton to a potential ciedit

- -~ - '/lb . to
·
the manganese,
Assigning avaueor:~.:.~
1-

~e now have an ore system with an in-place value of $32.00 +

$7.88

=

$39.88.

This is an attractive level shared by few mineral

processing syste~s.
TEE PROCESS
The following is a brief and relatively simplistic description
o::: our proposed process.

The reaction whereby lead sulfide or

~etallic lead is converted to lead sulfate under the conditions,
w:--.:ich will be imposed on the extraction of the manganese, are hig:-,ly
It is unnecessary to introduce the actual chemical mech-

a~ism of this reaction at this point in the preliminary proposal.
In practice, 100 tons of manganese shale and 20 tons of lead
s~lfide will be mixed in a finely ground state.

The blended mix-

t~re will then be advanced to agitation under aerated conditions
i~ the presence of relatively strong sulfuric acid.

The mang2.nese

ccntent will be dissolved as soluble manganous sul~ate.
will be converted to insoluble lead sulfate.

The lead

A li~uid/solids

se?aration will then separate the Danganese 2nd lead.
The manganese will then advance to purification and recovery

of the manganese as electrolytic metal, manganese dioxide (chemical
gr~ce), or mangano-manganic oxide.

The value of the manganese

in these forms is ap9roximately JC:i/lb.,

20//lb.

anc 10¢'/l!). for

?~8liminary assessment.
At a pilot mill level,

or

the production of electrolytic ~etal

dioxice is

31.

The insoluble lead sul=~te is advanced to a sodium chloride
leach, with electrolysis,

to ?roduce chlorine and lead metal.

A

by-product credit of sodiu::-, sulfate will be obtained. , This is an
i~?ortant industrial chemical used in detergent, glass and paper
i,,dustr ies.

Outout

Input

11. 2 5 tons of

100 tons of Mn ore
20 tons of Pb

!•'ln

20.00 tons of Pb

(PbS)

7.00 tons of Cl2

18.20 tons of Na Cl

31.10 tons of Na2S04 • lOE:

10.00 tons of H2S0 4
D:SBTTS

100 tons of Mn ore at $3.0C/tor: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
20 tons of Pb

(purchase)

2.t

$160.00/ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

300.00
3,200.00

18.2 tons of salt at $8.00/~on

145. 60

10 tons of acid at $30.00/~~n

300 00
'TOTAL:

$ 3, 94 :, , 60

C?.SDI7S

11.25 tons of Mn As metal
20 tons of Pb "

2.~

II

,rud/1--....

..)

,-

..... ,t,_J •

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . i-• • • • • • •

$6,750.00

" 16i/lb.

6,!.00.00

7 tons of chlorine at $90.00/ton

630.00

31.10 tons Glaubers salt at $30.00/ton

933 00
$14,713.00

Dollar differential : 14,713.00 On an ore

3,945.60

=

$10,767.40

(Mn) basis~ $107.67/ton.

The above calculations a=e idealized to show the effect of a
lead input into the concept
~;u::-.erous capital and
figures.

o=

treating the sanganese ores of ~aine.
be applied to t~ese

These will be cha=ses against leaching, purification,

It
~

Cc"H1

e::-:_?ected that the ca?ital 2.nd operati;1g cr.ar g cs will red1..:ce
~ollar differential by approxinately one half.

T:-.c t:1ain

Cc.?i tal

a~c C?erating costs will be in terms of energy to ?roduce electro~y~ic 2a ~ ganese and lead.

No major capital items swch as furnaces

are i~v o l ved in the process.
Ass~~ing that the potential profit from the system is 1/2,

or $53.83/ton, a pilot operation of 100 tons of rna~ g anesc ore per
ca~ s~ould be profitable.

This is an ideal wnich is seldon achieved,

~-- =ay issue in this case where two metallurgical functions can be

-

- .
co:-:-_:;:.~ea.
?ote"tial problem areas are the purch ase of lead concentrates
a~= t~e sale of chlorine and Gliluber's salt.

These should not be

ci==ic~lt to overcome si nce these are i~portant industrial chemicals.

I

_;

It is recorr.menoed t:-.at studies pr_oceed on the bc::.ilding of a

.....J

lC C tc~ pilot mill based on Wark's process and concept.

This study

s~c~ l d be fortified by a program to ascertain sources of lead sulfide
Coincident sales studies,

for ~anga~ese,

lead, chlorinE

Environme n tal st~dies should be

a c 8 ~sideration in the prosra~.

Since the process O?erates under

a::2:-.:..e:-:t conditions no pro;:;lems are envisaged :.ere,

o::

si:-.ce a nu::nber

.:.:::?or-.:.2.nt anti-pollution credits resice in t:.e ?::::-ocess·.

t~e ci::ficulties in the lead industry,

this process is very timely

a~c s~ucies should proceed as soon as practical.
s~ ~~~

1~

Due to

conceptual rorffi i~ Figure I.

uT •

... .. e process is

,:, ~
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Deposits, South D;,11kota, Part II, DrillHole Logs and Sectionsp by Paul E. Pesonenp Edward Lo Tullis,
:and Pau:i Zinner, 1949.
Missouri Valley Mangane so Deposits, South Dakota, Part III, Mining
and Beneficiation Studies, by Pau.1 Zinner and W. H. Grosh, 1949.
Investigation of Sweetsprings Manganese Deposits 1 Monroe County,

W. Va-r and Craig County, v·a., by Harold B. Ewoldt and Robert
S. Sanfordi 1949.
Investigation of Boiling Springs Manganese-Iron Deposits, Cumberland County, Pa., by S. E. Burton anu Robert S. Sanford, 1949.
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from the Adams and Woody
Properties, Coconino County, Near Peach Springs, Arizo, by
George M. Potter and Richard Havens, 1949.
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from tho Turtle Claims and
Pacific Coasi Manganese Properties, Paymaster District, Imperial
County, Calif.~ by W.W. Agey and B. K. Shibler, 19490
Investigation of Anson Betts Manganese Mine, Hampshire County,
Mass. 7 by He Henry Mosier and Mo Lo Thomas 7 1949.
Beneficiation of Oxide and Silicate Manganese Ores from Crook
Albany, and Washakie Counties, Wyo., by B. K. Shibler and
Ho Do Snedden, 1949.
.
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from Columbia and Elberta
Mining Districts, Tooele and Juab Counties, Utah (Wildcat,
Sha~pe, and Aeronaut No. 1 Properties), by K. c. Dean and
K. C. Vincent, 1949.
Investigations of Virgin River Manganese Deposit, Clark County,
Nev., by William H. King, John H. Soule and Russell R.
Trengove 9 1949.
Electrolyi:ic l.fanganese in Acid Electric Steel Foundry PracticeTests at National Malleable & Steel Castings Co., Sharon_, Pa.,
by Frede1~ick Sillers ~ Jr o, 1949.
Concen·~ration of Oxide Manganese Ores from Payday No. 1 and
Newcomb Proporties, Weber and Rich Counties, Utahp by J. A.
McAllister and Walter J. Long, Jr., 1949.
Investigation of Manganese Deposits~ Little Florida Mountains
Mining District, Luna Cou.n.ty, N. Mex. , ·by A. M., Evans, 1949.
Investigation of the Cartersville Manganese District, Bartow
County, Gao 9 by .A. L. Peyton and Walt~r T. Leweicki, 1949.
Conc~ntration of Oxide Manganese Ores from the. Tintic District,
Eureka? Juab County, Utah, by A. o. Ipsen, H. D. Snedden, and
H.K. Gibbs 1 1949.
Concentration of Manganese Ores from Piute and Kane Counties,
Southern Utah, by Richard Havens and W., w. Agey, 1949.
Investigation of the Buckeye Mangancs~ Deposits, Stanislaus
County~ Calif., by M. E. Volin and E. J. Matson 9 1949.
Inves-tigai:ion of the Ladd Manganese Deposits, Sa11 Joaquin County,
Calif.~ by M. E. Volin and E. J. Matson, 1949.
Investigation of the Fairview Hill Area }1anganese Deposits,
Leadville 9 Lake County, Coloo, by Norman E. Ebbley, Jr., and
John IoSchiunacher, 1949.
i
Investigation of the Shady Valley Manganese District, Johnson
County, Tenn.~ by AL~on Fo Robertson and William J. Dempsey, 1949.
Concentration of Oxide l.fa.nganese Ores from the Vicinity of Death
Valley National MOnument, Calif. , by T-. F. Mitchell and others,
1949.
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Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from Lander CountyP Nev. 1
by To Ro Mitchell 9 R., Ro Wells 9 and W. Co Sandell 1 1951 ..
Investig:ation of the Norwich Manganese Deposit 9 Silver Bow
County 9 Monto P by John W. Colep 19510
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from the Steelville and Susie
Q C1aims 9 Beaver County~ Utah 9 by KoCo Dean and Ko Co Vincent, 19510
Sero.ipilot·~Plant Investigations on Electro Winning Manganese from
Chlorid•s Electrolytes~ byJ., Ho Jacobs 9 P .. Eo Churchward, Ta_E. Hill, Jro~
'Wo Ho CtITTy, E. C. Perkins 9 :and Oo Qo Leone 9 1951.
Conce:nrtra.tion of Oxide Manganese Ores from Black Rock Kr.suner 9 and
Mo:.rgan.=C:romaT Propei:rties 9 Tqt>ele :and Juab Countiesp Utah 9 by
Jo V. Batty~~~ R. Havens, 1952 .. ·
Concentration of' Oxide Manganese Ore from Doyle-Smith ClaimB 9
Northern Yuma Countyv Arizov by A.O. Ipsen and H. Lo Gibbs 9 1952.
Ber..:afi ciation of Oxide Manganese Ores from Arapahoe 9 Douglas 9

R.,I.,

Saguache 9 Custei:r~ Chaffeer and Park Counties 9 Colo., 9 by Ro R.,
Wells v Ko Co Vincent 9 and Ta F. Mi tche11, 1952 o
4846 Concent.Tation of Oxide Manganese Ores from S:an Bernadino County 9
Calif.,~ by Wo Wo Ageyv S., Jo Hu.sseyp and W.. Jo Longy 1952 ..
4847 Manganese Concentrates Fro111 Open""Hearth Slags by Lime-Clinkering

County 1, Ui::ahp by Eugene Frey and Stephen R. Wilson. 9 1949.
Invesrtigation of the Columbia Manganese Deposit 1 Campbell
County 9 Vao 9 by Wo Bruce Montgomery~ 1949 ..
Investigation of the Zebulon or_ Privett Manganese Deposit, Wake
County 1, No Co P by Thomas W.. Thompson 9 1950 ..
A Preliminary Survoy of Zirconium Alloys 9 by Co To Anderson
and othersr 1950.,
Investigation of Stango and Byrnes Heirs Manganese Mines, Bland
and Giles Counties, Va. 9 by Lowell D. Moon, 19500
Imres;tigation of the Fannie Ryan and Boulder City Manganese Deposits~
Clark Cour.;:ty 9 Nev. l' by William Ho King and Russell R. Trengove 9 1950 o
Investigation of Black Diablo 9 Black Eagle 9 and Black Rocle Manganese
Deposits.~ Per;s\hing and Sander Countiesp Nev. P by A. Bo Needham
and Russell Ro Trengove 9 1950.
Investigation of Black Rocle Manganese Deposits, Esmeralda County,
Nev ev by Wo To BensonJ 1950 o
Investigation of Manganese Deposits in the Philipsburg Mining
Dis.trict, Granite County~ Monto-9 by S. Ho Lorain 9 1950 ..
Investigation of Daggett Chief Manganese Deposit, Manila 9 Daggett
County~ Utah 9 by George W., Heim and Paul T. Allsman 9 1950.
Concentration of Oxide and Silicate Manganese Ores from the
Vicinity of Golconda 9 Nev.,, by• Bo K. Shibler and R.. R. Wells, 1951.

J., Vo Batty 9 1951.
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1

(Sylvester) Process 9 by John A., Ru.ppert 9 1952.,
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from Vicinity of Winkelman,
Pinal County 9 Ariz.~ by I{., C. Dean 9 Ho Do Snedden, and W. W.,
Agey 9 1952.
·
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4849 Concentration of Oxide and Silicate Manganese Ores from Siskiyou
and Mendocino Countiesp Northern Calif., by G. M. Potter and
othersp 19520
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Investigation of Manganese Carbonato and Wad Deposits in the Datesvillo Manganese Distriqt 1 .Arko, by F. A. Rutledge and others, 1952.
Electrolytic Manganese Tests in Cooperation with Industry, by
Frederick Sillers, Jr., 1952.
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from the Vicinity of Cleveland,
Bannock County, Idaho, by K. C. Vincent and D. T. Holmes, 1952.
Maple Mountain-Hovey Mounta:Ln Manganese Project, Central District,
Aroostook County, Maino, by N. A. Eilertson, with Metallurgical
Investigations, by John E. Conley, 1952.
Formation of Dithionate and Sulfate in the Oxidation of Sulfur
Dioxide by Manganese Dioxide. and Air, by A. E. Back, S. F.
Ravitz, and K. E. Tame, 1952.
Ore-Dressing Tests of .Aroostook County, Maine, Manganese Ores,
by Frank D. Lamb, W. E. Warnke, and D. A. Woodard, 1953.
Investigation of Alabama Manganese Deposits, Calhoun, Cherokee,
and Cleburne Counties, Ala., by C. Eo 'Wyndham, (July) 1953.
Investigation of Scallon-Todd Lease, Aitkin County, Minn., by
W. A. Grosh, J. W. Pennington, and P. A. Wasson, 1953.
Concentration Tests of Manganese Ores, by A. L. Engel, 1953.
Mineral-~ssing Study of Manganese Ore, Cason Mine, Batesville,
Ark., by M. M. Fine and D. W. Frommer, (Nov.) 1953.
Reconnaissance of the Cartersville Manganese Deposits, Bartow
County, Ga., by J. F. O'Neill and C. E. Wyndham, (Jan.) 1954.
Concentration of Oxide and Silicate Manganese Ores from the
Vicinity of Winnemucca , Pershing County, Nev. , by II. G. Iver son
and D. T. Holmes, 1954.
Concentration of Oxide Manganese Ores from Northeastern Nevada
(Caviglia-Vietti, Berning, and Reed-Parker Deposits), by
G. M. Potter and R.R. Wells, (Feb.) 1954.
Beneficiation of Oxide Mn and Mn-Ag Ores from Southern Ariz.,
by Ro Havens, S. J. Hussey, J. A. McAllister, and K. C. Dean,
(Feb.) 1954.
ll.ecovery of Manganese from Ores of Aroostook County, Maine, by
R. T. MacMillan and F. L. Turner, (Oct.) 1954.
Laboratory Recovery of }Ianganese Carbonate from the Martin Mine,
Independence County, Ark. , by M. M. Fine and D. W. Frommer,
(Nov.) 1954.
Dephosphorization in a Side-blown Dasie Convertor 1 by R. C.
Buehl, and M. B. Royer, (Feb.) 1955.
Investigation of the Littleton Ridge Manganese Deposit and
Vicinity, Southern District, Aroostook County, Maine, by N. ·A •.
Eilertsen, (Feb.) 1955 •
The Fabrication of Arc-Melted Ingots of Ti and Ti-Mn Alloys into
Plate, by R. W. Huber, V. C. Petersen, and R. Co 'Wiley, (March) 1955.
Special Pig Irons for the Pacific Northwest, by John P. Walsted
(April) 1955.
Manganese from Steel-Plant Slags by a Lime-Clinkering and CarbonateLeaching Process~ Part I. Laboratory Development, by Heindl,
Ruppert, Skow, and Conley, (April) 1955.
Casting and Fabrication of High-Dc;\mping Mn-Cu Alloys, by J. A.
Rowland, C. E. Armantrout, and D. F. 'Walsh, (April) 1955.
Manganese from Steel Plant Slags by L{mc-Clinkering CarbonateLeaching Process: Part n. Pilot Plant Investigations, by
R. A. Heindl, J. A. Ruppert, M•.L. Skow, and J.E. Conley, {Sept.) 1955.

R.Io 5163 Concentration Tes:ts of Selected California-Nevada Manganese Ores 1
by A. L. Engelv H.J. I-Ieinenv Edward Morrice, and E. S. Shedd,
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(Oct.) 1955.
Hanganese Exploration in tho Philipsburg District, Granite
County~ Mont.~ by S. J. McNabbv Jr o 9 (Dec.) 1955.
Investigation of Tombstone District Manganese Dcposits 9 Cochise
County, Ariz. 9 by A. B. Needham and 'W o R. Storms 1 (Feb.) 1956.
Manganese Resources of the Batesville District? Ark., P Interim
Report I~ by H. D. IO.ine and J. P. Ryan~ (April) 1956.
The Tlu~ee Kids Manganese Deposit v Clark Co. P Nevada: Exploration,
Mining and Processingv by A,, C. Johnson and Russell R. Tr·engove,
(April) 1956.
D:c0cciated Manganese Deposits in Johnson Coo~ Tenn., by R. C.
Hiclanan» (July) 19560
.
Experimental Magnesium Alloys Containing Nickelp Manganese, Lithium,
and Al wninump by J. A. Rowland, C. E. Armantrout, and D. F. Walsh,
(July) 1956c
Investigation of the Black Wonder Manganese Depositsp Santa Clara
and Stanislaus Counties 9 Calif op by M. E. Volinp E~-Jo Matson
and R. R. Trengove, (Oct.) 19560
Utilizing Offgrade Manganese Materials from Montanap by w. A.
Stickney and Wo Eo Anablep (Aug.) 1956.
A }fineral-Dressing Study of Manganese Deposits of West-Central
Arkansas 9 by M. M. Fine and D. W. Frommer, (Oct.) 1956.
Chloridization of Maine Manganese Ore - Preliminary Batch-Fluidization Tests on Maple Mountain-Hovey Mountain Samples 9 by M. L.
Skow, R. C. Kirby, and J. E. Conley 9 (Oct.) 1956.
Development of a Chloride Volatization Processfor,Manganese Ores
from Aroostook County? Maine: Progress Report 1 by_R. T. MacMillan
and To L. Turner 9 (Oct.) 1956.
Mining Investigations of Manganese Deposits in the Maggie Canyon
Area? A~tillery Mountains Region 9 Mohave County 9 Ariz.~ by Ca A.
KUllllcep Co Ko Rose 9 F. D. Everett 9 and S. W. Hazen 9 Jr. 9 (Jan.) 1957.
A Mi.neral=D:ressdng Study of Manganese Deposits of the Batesville P
Arko~ District 9 by M. M. Fine 9 (Jan~) 1957.
Bulk=Sampling by Diamond DX'i11ing 9 Dudley Manganese Deposit 9
Northern Distrfot 9 Aroostook County 9 Maine, by No A. Eilertsen
and Ko Mo Ea:r1 9 (Jan.). 1957.
Percolation Leaching of Manganese Ores with Sulfur Dioxide~ by
F. No Bender and Carl Ram.pacek~ (March) 1957.
Pilot=Plant Flotation of Manganese Ore from the Maggie Canyon
Deposit, .Artillery Mountains Region 9 Mohave County~ Arizona 9 by
J.B. Rosenbaum. 9 C.H. Schack 9 R. s. Langp and J.B. Clemmar 9

(April) 1957c

R.I.
R.I.
R.-I.,
R.I.

Caustic Leaching of Manganese Flotation Concentrate from Artillery
Peak 9 Arizona 9 by E. c. Perkinsp (June) 1957.
5347 Manganese Dioxide Prepared from Manganous Hydroxide 9 by R. v.
Lundquist 9 (July) 1957.
5369 Manganese Deposits of Southwitstern Oregon, by Richard N.. Appling, Jr. 9
(Feb~) 1958.
,
·
5392 Investigations of Manganese Areas, Hammond Plantation and Hodgdon
Townsnipsp Southern District, Aroostook County, Maine~ by N. A.
Eilertsen 9 (April) 1958.
5341

R.!.
R.I.
R.I.
R.I.
R.I.
R.I.

R.I.
R.I.

5411 Manganese Resources of the Batesville District, Ark. - Part 2 of
3 Parts, by H. D. IQine and 'W. F. Brown, (Sept.) 1958.
5441 Damping Capacity - Its Measurement and Significance, by J. W.
Jensen, (March) 1959.
5442 Acid-Ferrous Sulfate Leaching of Low•grado Manganese Carbonate
and Oxide Ores, Cuyuna Range, Minnesota, by H. Dolezal and II. c.
Fuller, (Feb.) 1959.
5446 Reconnaissance of Nevada Mn Deposits, by Russell R. Trengove,
(March) 1959.
5450 Core-Drill Sampling of Cuyuna Range Manganiferous Iron Formations,
Crow Wing County, Minnesota, by L. F. Heising, R. L. Marovelli,
P.A. Wasson, S. R. B. Cooke, and J. w. Pennington, (March) 1959.
5508 Operat:i,:'on of a Dithionate-Process Pilot Plant for Leaching Manganese
Ore from Maggie Canyon Deposit, ·Artillery Mountains Region, Mohave
County, Arizona, by c. Rampacek, H. c. Fuller, and J.B. Clemmer,·
(Sept.) 1959.
5634 Vapor Pressures of Liquid Manganese and Liquid Silver, by P. L.
Woolf, G. R. Zellars, E. Foerster, and J. P. Morris, (July) 1960.
5641 Laboratory Treatment of California and Nevada Manganese Ores by
Sulfation-Reduction and Other Methods, by A. L. Engel and H.J.
Heinen, (October) 1960.
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Mn.ngunese Deposits of New Mexico, by L. L. Farnham (Oct.) 1961.
$1.00
M2thods & Costs of Mining & Washing Manganese Ore, Batesville District,
Ark., by H. D. IQine (June) 1962.
M:mganese Deposits of Eas.tern Arizona, by L. L. Farnham, L.A. Stewart,
and C. W. Delong (Apr.) 1961.
Recovering Manganese From Mill Rejects, by W. A. Stickney and C. W.
Sanders, (Nov.) 19Eo.
Beneficiating Manganese Oxide Ores from the Butte-Philipsburg Federal
Stockpile, by G. V. Sullivan, W. A. Stickney, and R. C. Bush. 1961
(1v1'3.rch).
Thermal Behavior of Manganese Minerals in Controlled Atmospheres,
by W. M. Dressel and H. Kenworthy, (Apr.) 1961.
Flotation of Unoxidized M:l.nganiferous M3.terial from the Cuyuna
Range, Minn., by F. W. Wessel, P.A. Wasson, and D. W. Frommer,
(May) 1961.
Fatigue Properties of :Mn-Cu Damping Alloys, by J. W. Jensen,
A•. E. Schwaneke, and D. F. Walsh, (Oct.) 1961.
Evaluating Cuyuna :Mn Resources by Sulfatizing, by Charles Prasey,
R. L. Marovelli, and F. E. Joyce, Jr., (Dec.) 1961.
studies of the :Mn0-Si02 Binary System, by E. L. Singleton,
L. Carpenter, and R. V. Lundquist (March) 1962.
Sintering and Smelting :Mn Concentrates From M3.ggie Canyon Ore~
Artillery Mtns., Ariz., by V. E. Edlund and R. S. Iang (March) 1962.
Differential Sulfatization of a Georgia Manganiferous Iron Ore, by
H.P. LeVan and R. B. Bauder (Sept.) 1962.
Review of Ma.jor Proposed Processes for Recovering Ma.nganese from U.S.
Resources, 1. Pyrometallurgical Processes, by Lindsay D, Norman and
Ralph C. Kirby (Nov. ) 1962,
.
Problems in Substituting Titanium for Ma.nganese in Steel, by P. G.
Barnard, D. F. Walsh, and J. A. Rowland (Sept.) 1962.
Metallurgical Studies of Rhodonite Ores, Silverton District, Colo. 1. Benefic1ation Tests to Produce Ma.n~anese Concentrates by w. w. Agey,
C. H. Schack, and J. B, Clemmer (Oct.) 1962.
Metallurgical Studies of Rhodonite Ores, Silverton District, Colo. 2. Producing Silicomanganese by Electric ·Furnace Smelting, by H. C.
Fuller and V. E, Edlund, (Oct.) 1962.
Resource Investigation and Leaching Study of Manganiferous Schists,
Kings :Mountain District, North and South Carolina, by J. F. O'Neill
and R. B. Bauder (Oct.) 1962.
Effects of Ultrasonics on Electrolytic Deposition of Manganese and
Manganese Dioxide from Sulfate Electrolytes, by Charles B. Kenahan
and David Schlain (Oct.) 1962
Bacterial Leaching of M:l.nganese Ores, by E, c. Perkins and Frank
Novielli (Nov.) 1962.
Flotation and Sintering Studies on Ma.nganese Ores Stockpiled at Demira,
New Mexico and Wenden, Arizona, by W, W, Age~ and V. E, Edlund (Nov.)1962.
Contributions to the Data on Thepretical Metallurgy, X:v, by K.K. Kelley,
525 PP• (Ma.rch) 1961~
Thermodynamic Properties of 65 Elements - Their Oxides, Haliden, Carbides,
and Nitrides, by C. E. Wicks and F, E. Block (1963).
Manganese-Copper Damping Alloys, ~Y J. w. Jensen and D. F, Walsh (Apr.)
1965. 50¢
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Heats of Formation of Goethite, Ferrous Vanadate, and
Manganese Molybdate, by R. Barany (Apr.) 1965.
Extraction of Manganese from Georgia Umber Ore by a Sulfuric
Acid-Ferrous Sulfate Process (In 2 parts). 1. CountercurrentDecantation Extraction and Agglomeration of reached Residue
Tests, by H, P. LeVan, E. G. Davis, and F, E, Brantley (Nov.) 1965.
Recovery of Manganese from Slag Formed by Selective Oxidation
of High-Manganese Pig Iron, by E. G. Davis, F, E. Brantley,
and E. C. Wright (Feb.) 1966.
Reduction-Volatilization Processes for Recovery of Manganese
from Ores, by w. L. Falke and A. A. Cochran (Mar.) 1966.
Recovery of Manganese S04 Crystals From Solution by Submerged
Combustion Evaporation and By T.hermal Crystallization, by
H. C. Fuller (May) 1966.
Reduction Roasting--Acid Solution Techniques in laboratory
Processing of Minnesota Manganiferous Ores, by P. L. Weston
and M. M. Fine (June) 1966.
Decomposition of Manganese Sulfate by a Partial Reduction
Process, by H, C. Fuller and V. E. Edlund (June) 1966.
Activity of Manganese in Liquid Iron-Manganese Alloys, by
C. W. Schultz, N. Riazance, ands. L. Payne. (June) 1966.
A One-Step Operation for Recovery of Manganese As Chloride From
Ores and Slags, by A. A. Cochran and W, L. Falke, (June) 1967.
Reactions of Manganese with Silica, by H. G. Iverson and
E. L. Singleton (Feb,) 1967.
An Evaluation of an Ammonium Sulfate Leaching Process for
Recovering Manganese from Minnesota and Maine Resources, by
John J. Henn, Frank A. Peters, Paul W. Johnson, and
Ralph C. Kirby, (July) 1968.
Purification and Concentration of a Cyclic Manganese Leach
Solution by Elevated Pressure-Temperature Methods, by
F. E. Brantley, E. K. I.andis, and W. R, Cureton, (August) 1968.
Manganese Occurrences in the Eureka-Animas Forks Area of the
San Juan Mtnt., San Juan Co., Colo., by W. E. Young (Sept.) 1966.
Magnetic Susceptibility of 34 Manganese-Bearing Minerals
(Jan.) 1968.
.
Review of Major Proposed Processes for Recovering Manganese
From U.S. Resources. 3. Sulfur Oxide Processes. (Mar.) 1968.
Magnetic Roasting and Leaching for Upgrading Minnesota Manganiferous
Iron Ores, by H. D. Jacobs, (July) 1970.
Processing Manganiferous Sea Nodules, by P. T. Brooks and
D. A. Martin, (Jan.) 1971.
Au~oclave and Ambient Pressure Leaching of Lake Superior
Manganiferous Ores, by Vance G. Leak, (Apr.) 1971.
Evaluation of the Sulfatization - Reduction Process for Recovering
Manganese and Iron Oxide Pellets, by J. J. Henn, R. A. Clifton,
and F. A. Peters, (August) 1972.
Extraction of Manganese From Geqrgia Umber Ores by a Sulfuric Acid Ferrous Sulfate Process (In Two Parts). 2. Cocurrent Extraction and
Centrifuge Tests, by H. P. Levan, (December) 1972.
Sulfatization-Reduction of Manganiferous Iron Ore, by F. E. Joyce, Jr.,
and Charles Prasky, (June) 1973.
Influence of Ma~ganese Additions Upon Properties of Iron Ore Pellets,
by R. B. Schluter and B. W. Carriere, (Jan.) 1974.
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1-b.nganese Mining and Mi.lling ~thods and Costs~ lvbhave Mining Co.,
~b.ricopa County, Arizona, by P. V. Fillo (Jan,) 1963.
R.I. 6119 Investigation of Manganese Deposits, Hodgdon and Linneus Townships,
Southern District, Aroostook County, Maine, by Kenneth M. Earl and
N. A. Eilertsen (Dec.) 1962.
R.I. 6120 Electric Furnace Smelting of Offgrade Domestic Manganese Ores and
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Memorandum
To:

Supervisory Me ta l lurgist , Tuscaloo s a Met allur gy Res earch
Center

Fr om:

Metallurgist , Tus caloosa Me tal l urgy Resea r ch Center

Subject:

Attempts t o Beneficiat e Main e Mangane se Sa mp l e , Aroos t ook
County
INTRODUCTION

In Februa r y 197 7 a s amp le .of manganese "o re" wa s re ceived from the Mai ne
Liais on Of f i cer f or benef ic ia tion studies. Th e sample was r e qu e sted to
determine its r es ponse t o att ri tion gr i nd i ng a nd s iz ing studies .
BENEFICIATION STUDIES
Part ia l chemical ana l ysi s of t he s amp le gave t he f ollowing re sul t s:

s is
Fe

Mn

9.7
X- ray d i ffra c tion s tudies o f the head s ample s howed t ha t the major c onstituent was hema t ite . Th e gang ue mineral wa s principal l y plagi oc ]ase
felds •),.tr 1✓ ith inl v a trare o f '1 llartz . Af ttr leach i ng wi th HCl t o re move
the ltu11, ~-ra y dL traLtiu n studi~s of the r es idue s howed plagiocla s e
and pyroxmangite, a ma nganese silicate.
Two autogeno us attri t ion grinding tests at di f f e ren t s ol i ds conten t s
were made of this mate r i a l wh i ch had be e n c r ushed to pas s 10 mesh. Re sults of this study a re shown in t able 1 .
Data in table 1 show that t h e 40 percent s o lid s grin d pro du ce d a greater
quantity of mLnus 400- mesh material t h an did the grind at 70 p e r cen t
solids . The sized products from th e 40 percent sol i ds gr i nd were submit t ed for Fe and Mn analysis. Result s of this s tudy a re s hown i n t ab le
2.

2

, Memo to:

Supv. Metallurgist

Subj :

Maine Manganese Sample

Data in table 2 show that there was no significant upgrading of either
the iron or manganese in any of the various size fractions.
A sample of the minus 400-mesh fraction from the 40 percent solids at-

trition grinding teat was treated in a wet high-intensity magnetic separator, using steel wool as the magnet matrix, to determine if the iron
could be separated from the manganese :in this size range. Results of this
study are shown in table 3.
Data in table 3 show that the sample was only slightly responsive to wet
high-intensity magnetic separation techniquu.

A sample of the material was stage ground in a rod mill to pass 400mesh. A representative s ampl of the ground s lurry wH i zed at 5 aod
10 micrometers to determi.ne if extremely fine sizing \IOuld yield an effective method of separating the iron and manganese. Results of this
study are shown in table 4.
Data in table 4 show no significant separation of the iron and manganese
values. The remainder of the minus 400-mesb slurry was used to try to
determine if selective flocculation, as applied to the iron ores of the
Iron Range, could be used as a means of separating the iron and manganese.
Under the conditions of trial no separation was obtained.

W. E. Lamont
WEL/kj
cc:
---),H. R. Babitzke, LO-Maine
W. E. Lamont
. G. V. Sullivan
file

day file
G. V. Sullivan

.
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TABLE 1. - Results of autogenous attrition grinding minus 10-mesh
Maine manganese sample at 40 and 70 percent solids

Size, mesh
Plus 20
Minus 20 plus 48
Minus 48 plus 100
Minus 100 plus 200
Minus_200 __ 2lus_400 __
Composite plus 400
Minus 400

Weight, pct
Attrition ground
40 pct solids
70 pct solids
5.5
10.5
28.8
28.6
7.5
6.1
2.4
1.4
0. l;
0.9

Feed
36 . 2
36.0
12.8
7.1
6.5

----------~------------------ . ~--------------98.6
44.9
47.2

52.8
1.4
55.1
~---------------------------------------------------------- -----------Composite total

100.0

100.0

100.0

TABLE 2. - Chemical analysis of sized products from 40 percen~
solids grind

Size,
Plus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus

mesh
20
20
48
100
200

plus 48
plus 100
plus 200
plus 400

Weight,
percent
5.5
28.6
7.5
2.4
0.9

Analysis, pct
Fe
Mn
36.7
10.5
34.4
10.6
40.8
9.5
42.3
9.5
43.9
9.4

-------------------- ------------. ---------

Composite plus 400
Minus 400
- - - - - - - -;

44.9
55.1

·------ --------

36.4
37.7

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Composite total

-

- - - - - - - -

100.0

Dist., pct
Fe
Mn
5.4
6.1
26.5
32.0
8.3
7.5
2.7
2.4
1.1
0.8

10.3
8.8
M

- - - - - - -

37.1

9.5

-~ -------

44.0
56.0

48.8
51.2

100.0

100.0

--------1----------

TABLE 3. - Results of wet high-intensity magnetic separation of
minus 400-mesh Maine man ganese sample

Product
WHIMS 0 . 5 amp magnetic
~!~~-!Q~Q_amp_magnetic __ _
Composite WHIMS magnetic

Weight,
ercent
2. 5
1.1
3.6

Analysis , pct
Fe
Mn
.1
38.7
11.8
50.6

~!~~-!Q~Q-~~~-~~~~~~~~!!~+--~~:~---.l.---~~:~Com osite minus 400-mesh
100.0
37 . 7

Dist.
Fe
1.1

ct
Mn
2. 2
1.4

8.9
8.8

4.8
95.2

3.6
96.4

8.8

100.0

100.0

TABLE 4. - Results of fine grinding (minus 400-mesh) and sedimentation
sizing at 5 and 10 micrometers
Size,
microns
plus 10
10/5
minus 5
Composite total

weight,
pct
70.7

Analysis, pct
Fe
Mn
36.1
10.4

Distribution, pct
Fe
Mn
69.0 I
78.4

5.6

36.7

9.1

5.5

5.4

23.7
100.0

39.8
37. 0

6.4
9.4

25.5
100.0

16.2
100.0
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DEPARTtv\ENT OF CONSERVATION
STATE HOUSE STATION 22
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333

PSEPH E. BRE~AN

RICHARD B. ANDERSON

C-OJERN'.JR

COMMISSIONER

April 16, 1981

Dan Paulson
Rolla Research Center .
U.S. Bureau of Mines
Rolla, Missouri 65401
Dear Mr. Paulson:
. Pursuant to our telephone conversation of April
16, find attached a copy of the preproposal that was
submitted to the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1976. Not
much occured as a result of the activity at this time
except that a number of manganese samples were shipped
to your Alabama office for some sort of beneficiation.
We have not received any data concerning the results
of this work.
If you need samples to carry out the new grinding
and magnetic technologies, we will be happy to see
that you receive them.
If you have any further questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Very truly yours,

~,t/~Jt ~ £-tu
Walter A. Anderson
State Geologist
WAA/sj s

Attachment

MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - WALTERA ANCERSON, STATE C-{OLOG!ST - TELEPHONE 207-289-2801

December 3, 1976

Robert D. Thomson, Chief
Eastern Field Operations Center
u. s. Bureau o f Mines
480 0 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburg, PA. 15213
Dear Mr. Thomson.:
We were delighted to meet with and assist Mr. Allan Schr.iidt
and Mr. Ronald Potts with your office during their 5 day field
review of the manganese prospects of Aroostook County.
The Maine Geological Survey is encouraged by the recent
resurgent interest shown b y planners, industrial and development
representatives, and prospectors of various types who have actually
visited or wri tten for information concerning the manganese
potential in Mai ne. This, coupled with recent mining developments
in Canad a at St. Leonard in similar iron manganese deposits, has
accelerated much discussion and interest.
As Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Potts have undoubtedly informed you,
there is in Maine a vigorous broad based interest in the Aroostook
manganese deposits ranging from a local resident group who have
put together a land or prospect "conglomerate", to the Northern
Maine Regional Planning Commission, the Maine Geological Survey,
and the University of Maine at both Orono and Presque Isle .. By
the way, we d o appreciate the efforts and assistance rendered by
Mr. Herb Babitzk.e, the U.S.U:3 . M. Liaison Officer, who has played
a significant role in bringing various elements together.
A.fter much discuss ion with the technical and non-technical
interests, the following points are those which we would like
C,...,, WC'- < ll
' .}-•
to look into with some detail.
~ "t (I
....- ...

./ \J" -

"''x " rJ

1. It is our understanding that the Canadians are successfully

blending low grade manganese ores of various proportions of
manganese, carbonate, silica, and iron.
It is also our understanding that these blends are prepared in proportions
commensurate with the reauirements of various steel manufacturers. We here in Main~ would be interested in acertaining
the s pe cific requirements of the steel industry and to
determine the state of the art as it applied to the blending
techniques, Gspecially as they apply to low grade manganese
ores. We would also like to find out how the Canadian
mang anese ore, now being developed at St. Leonard or anywhere
else, compares ·with Ma ine ore ; and hmi much latitude is
permitted in any blending process.

Robert D. Thomson
December 3 1• 1976
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2. We heU.Bve that 5.t is very impof~ant to kno-w more about the
physicaJ. and chemical make up of t-J1.e f.·ia:f.ne ore tn order to
make appropriate assessments a.nd compar:tsons w.:tth other lo:w
grade ores. lm .:f.nsight into the genesis of th:l.s deposit b:{
examinlng the petrology and chemistry of this de!)osit will
aid in evaluating and comparing the Maine deposit with others.
The necessary equipment and expertise presently exists at
the University of Maine to undertake an evaluation of this
sort.

3. The definition of additional reserves utilizing a modest
drilling program would yield the obvious economic benefits
as well as expanding the participation and support of the
local residents.
The Maine Geological Survey would be interested in entering
into a project with the U.S.B.M. via any available grant process.
If you feel that the elements outlined Above form the basis of
mutual interest, we will undertake to eubmi t a formal proposal.
We, of course, solicite any and all recommendations that you may
have relating to Maine manganese deposits.

I am listing those persons and agencies who would be willing
to participate.
Walter A. Anderson, Maine Geological Survey
Dr. William Forbes, University of Maine at Presque Isle
;:,1r. ,James Barresi, Director, Northern Maine Regional

Planning Commission

Dr. Stephen Norton, University of Maine at Orono
Dr. Frank Howd, University of Maine at Orono
Very truly yours,

Walter A. Anderson
11.ssistant State Geologist
cc:

Herb Babitzke
bee: Bill Forbes
WAA: jp

January 9, 1974

M.r. Robert D. Umphrey, Jr.
Northern Maine Regional
Planning Commission
McElwain House
2 Main Street
Caribou, Ma ine 04736
Dear Nr. Umphrey:
I have examined the Wark report.
It is similar to
several other pieces which Wark and his group have prepared
during the last ten or fifteen years.
I have been aware of
the proposal and the process that he discusses for some time.
To be perfectly honest with you, I have not found much support
for his procedure or method among those who are J<-J1owledgeable
on the subject of metallurgical processes. I cannot make a
personal judgment since I am not experienced in metallurgy.
I do know, however, that his grade figures for manganese
from the Aroostook County area represent maximum a.mounts
possible and are perhaps not as realistic as one might think.
Ores are extremely complicated and very difficult to handle.
Mining is not as easy as he indicates and the whole problem
is one which I consider to be fraught with danger.
There is no question but what there is a lot of manganese
up there and that some day it might be worthwhile; but with
the present quite stable manganese market and sufficient stockpiles readily available to us, I hesitate to recommend going
into the business, especially with an unknown method and
product.
I suggest that for a more critical evaluation of the
report that you write or call the Department of Me tallurgy at

. I

-.
Mr. Robert D. Umphrey,
January 9, 1974
Page 2
M.I.T. in Cambridge. They should be able to give you some
really good ideas on the whole thing.
Were it my decision, I would probably drop the proposal
but that is just my m-m personal opinion.
Very truly yours,
BUREAU OF GEOLOGY

Robert G. Doyle
Director & State Geologist
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NORTHERN MAINE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Mc.Elwain HoM e
2 Main S:tJr.ee,t
Ccuubou, Maine

04736

PLAN TODAY .... FOR TOMORROW
Te,C,ephone:
AC (207)

498-8736
498-8737
498-8738

January 4, 1973

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed is the manganese report by John Wark which
to you about on January 3. We realize that the report is
sketchy and highly preliminary in nature; however, we are
in determining whether the report has any merit or if the
John Wark has developed is at all viable.

I spoke
very
interested
process

If you have any questions concerning this, please do not
hesitate to contact Jim Barresi or myself at any time.
Thanks for helping us on this, and I look forward to hearing
from you.
Sincerely,
\,_j/)
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Robert D. Umphrey, Jr.
Economic Development Assistant
Northern Maine Regional
Planning Commission
RDU/ds
Enclosure
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